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Why are we here?
► Identify economic factors and their influence on land   
acquisitions
► Understanding the property development and business 
cycles and their impacts on acquisition strategies (long v. 
short term projects
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KISS Principle
► Understand the economic and property cycles
► Identify key indicators
► Where to source data/information
► Have a strategy, and work towards it
► So what?
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Economic Cycles
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Economic Clock
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The Sentiment Cycle …
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Cyclic, Not Circular
Source: BIS Shrapnel
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Booms and Bust Ups
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Sharemarket Listed Property
Source: Genysis Wealth
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7 Year Cycles?
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Brisbane Commercial Market
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Favourite Blog from 2007 …
“Economic clock: Much maligned in recent times because 
property is the last to rise before the economic downturn. 
Jeeze I really hate being the bearer of bad news. 
My hope is that my friends and relatives start paying off their 
debts and put money away for a rainy day.  It is my opinion 
that the "good times" are coming to an end.  Perhaps it is my 
time with the scouts that taught me to "be prepared".  I'm 
being the ant and am busy stocking stuff away for the 
economic winter ahead. 
Hey it's not all doom and gloom. Some great bargains are 
headed our way.”
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
Good News or Bad News?
Where do I get it?
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Key Indicators
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Lies, Damn Lies and Statistics
Financial press
Government data
► PIFU
► Bureau of Statistics
Web
► Land Mark White
► Jones Lang LaSalle
► PRD Colliers
► Macquarie Bank
► BIS Shrapnel
► Google
BEWARE:  “Trusted” Sources and Analysis Paralysis
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Have a 
Strategy 
and work 
towards it
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Business Plan … What Business Plan?
► If you don’t know where you are going, how do you expect 
to get there?
► No strategy leads to scatter gun approach
► Focus your thoughts and set goals
► Communicate your vision to others:
► Investors
► Financier
► Colleagues/Staff
► Spouse/Mentor
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Gap Analysis
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So What?
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Effect on Returns $$
► 100 lot subdivision
► What if…
► Sales rate is half expected
► Construction costs increase 5% per stage
► Average sales prices drop $20k per stage
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Effect on returns $$$
Base Case Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Gross Revenue $24,990,000 $24,990,000 $24,990,000 $22,020,000
Land $5,000,000 $5,000,000 $5,000,000 $5,000,000
Construction $8,000,000 $8,000,000 $8,462,000 $8,462,000
Infrastructure $5,400,000 $5,400,000 $5,423,100 $5,423,100
Prof Fees $640,000 $640,000 $676,960 $676,960
Marketing/Sales $1,249,500 $1,624,350 $1,624,350 $1,431,300
Interest $255,185 $452,653 $447,043 $486,283
TOTAL COSTS $20,644,685 $21,217,003 $21,733,453 $21,579,643
Profit $ $4,345,315 $3,772,997 $3,256,547 $440,357
Profit % 21.05% 17.78% 14.98% 2.04%
IRR % 20.00% 11.76% 10.20% 1.52%
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Know thy risks
► Sale prices
► Sales rates
► Marketing costs
► Financing costs
► Approval time
► Construction costs
► Construction time
► Unforseen costs – eg. contamination, fees
► Contingency
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What to do??
► Regular Feasibility review
► Risk mitigation strategies
► Be proactive
► Update your banks/investors
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Wrap Up
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Take Aways
The goal is to lead the cycle, not lag it (When to Buy)
► How?  Know where we are in the cycle
How to pick the market (What to Buy)
► Research, forward indicators, know your target market
► Hint:  OK to follow “expert” advice
► Judgment call
Target your acquisitions to match your business plan
► Have a business plan
► Gap analysis
Monitor your forecast returns against market conditions
► Understand effect of market movements on your returns $$
► Know your risks
► Regular feasibility review
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Questions?
